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Abstract
Four-dimensionalism (as opposed to three-dimensionalism) is a view in contemporary metaphysics according to which ordinary objects are identified as four-dimensional entities continue to exist through time by having distinct temporal parts at different times. This theory may be presented in various form and one major variant of it is known as space-time worm-theory or perdurantism, which is proposed by David Lewis. This view takes the referent of the objects to be the four-dimensional sums of temporal parts. Lewis maintains that four-dimensionalism is the only tenable solution to the so-called problem of temporary intrinsic and can be well defended against different possible objections. Putting the main emphasis on this problem, the present paper aims to evaluate Lewisian version of four-dimensionalism. To do so, after introducing this problem, Lewisian temporal part-based solution to the problem will be stated and examined. We conclude that besides its problems in providing a viable solution to the problem of intrinsic change and the problem of change in general, four-dimensionalism proposed by Lewis renders a counterintuitive account of persistence and non-standard and unfamiliar notions of change and instantiation and fails to preserve the sense of unity which is crucial to the concept of being an object.
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Problem Statement
Change entails difference, yet it requires sameness as well. So the problem of change is the problem of how an object can remain the same and preserve its numerical identity while undergoing change. In Lewisian version of four-dimensionalism, objects are considered to be four dimensional entities having different temporal parts at different times (i.e. they have one more extension through time besides their spatial extension.). This account of persistence of objects through time construes change as variation between subsequent temporal parts of the same object. There are some objections which are raised to such an analysis of change and persistence and the extent to which this analysis succeeds is debated among some scholars.

Method
This research has been conducted by descriptive-analytical method and the philosophical views discussed are cited by reference to the main sources and then analyzed according to logical criteria.

Findings and Results
Lewisian four-dimesinionalism renders an unusual analysis of persistence and change and it seems, despite its attempts to give some weight to itself by means of some responses to (e.g. distinguishing between our ontological and linguistic analyses of reality and ascribing its counter intuitiveness / unfamiliarity to the latter), when confronted with the self-consciousness and introspection of human beings, is still faced with other difficulties and according to which the numerical unity of objects is not well explained.
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